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COURSE TITLE AND DESCRIPTION
MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS - PHYS 311

------------
SEMESTER/YEAR: FALL 2012

SECTION:  1

Classroom:  213 W. James Hall    Time: 9:30 AM – 10:50 AM    Dates: Mondays and Wednesdays  

Instructors: Diola Bagayoko, SU System Distinguished Professor of Physics and Chairman 
E-mails:  Diola_Bagayoko@aol.com or Bagayoko@aol.com 

Office Hours:  Monday, Wednesday, and Friday: 11 AM to 12 PM.  
                         Other times and dates - by appointments. Telephone: 225-771-2730 

MATHEMATICAL  PHYSICS (Credit,  3  Hours).  Lecture.  Methods  of  formulating  and  solving
physical problems that involve the use of mathematical tools such as fundamental algebra,  infinite
series,  coordinate  systems  and  their  transformation,  functions  of  a  complex  variable,  orthogonal
functions, Fourier series, differential and integral vector calculus, ordinary differential equations, and
partial differential equations.  This course is intended for sophomores and juniors before they take
quantum mechanics and other advanced physics courses. Prerequisites: Physics 222 or 252, Math 265
or equivalent.

OBJECTIVES

This course is  designed to cover  those parts  of  Mathematics which form the tools  of  the  modern
scientists in physics and closely related disciplines.  This course provides a necessary preparation for
advanced  undergraduate  physics  courses  and  for  graduate  studies  in  physics,  engineering,  applied
mathematics,  and related disciplines.  Specific topical knowledge and skill  objectives are provided
below in the course content.  The assessment of students' performance in this course takes into account
the taxonomy of the cognitive domain. Relative lengthy homework assignments moderately emulate
graduate work and the process of research. These assignments partly serve to ascertain the attainment
of (a) declarative knowledge, (b) procedural knowledge, and (c) attitudinal or behavioral objectives of
this course. 

COURSE CONTENT: Basic Objectives 

1.  Polynomials and the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra.  Linear Equations, Determinants and
Matrix Operations; Special Matrices (Orthogonal, Unitary, Symmetric, Hermitian, and Applications);
Set of Linear Equations, Row Reduction, Determinants, Cramer's Rule, Linear Combinations, General
Theorem of Sets of Linear Equations. The Coverage of 1must precede that of 8  below.

2.  Series:  General, Geometric, Harmonic, Alternating, and Power Series; Absolute, Conditional, and
Uniform Convergences and Applications; Taylor's theorem and power series expansion, the uniqueness
theorem and applications of the binomial theorem and of the uniform convergence for power series
expansions; applications to include: the summation of many series using the computer; assessment of
the validity of approximations.  The coverage of 2, herein, is to precede that of 9 & 10 below.
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3.  Complex Analysis:   Real and Imaginary parts of Complex Number, Complex Plane, Complex
Algebra.   Complex Series,  Circle of Convergence, Euler's  Formula,  Power and Roots of Complex
Numbers, Trigonometric Functions, Hyperbolic Functions,  Logarithms Functions. Coverage of 3 has
to precede that of 4-6 below. (Phys 411 is to cover the Laurent series, Cauchy-Goursat theorem, the
Cauchy Integral Formula, and the Residues theorem and applications.) 

4.  Differential Equations: Generalities and basic nomenclature (Linear & non-linear, homogeneous
&  inhomogeneous,  and  ordinary  and  partial  differential  equations  of  nth  order).  Separation  of
Variables  for  Ordinary  Differential  Equations  --  Applications  to  Linear  First  Order  Differential
Equations and to Second Order Equations (including Newton's); Special Case of 2nd Order Ordinary
Differential Equations with Constant Coefficients and Applications to Oscillators. Coverage of 4 has to
follow that of 3, even if not immediately.

5.   Orthogonal  Functions  and Polynomials:  General  Survey,  Legendre   and  other  polynomials.
Survey of Orthogonal Functions.  [PHYS 411 treats selected, orthogonal functions, including common
polynomials.]  Introduction to expansions in terms of orthogonal functions.  The coverage of 5 is to
precede that of 6.

6.  Fourier Series:  Simple Harmonic Motion, Average Value of a  Function; the Dirichlet Theorem
and  Fourier  Expansion,   Fourier  Coefficients,  Complex  Form of  Fourier   Series,  Even  and  Odd
Functions.  Applications to E&M potential  functions. Coverage of 6 is to follow that of 5.

7.   Vector  Analysis:   Vector  Multiplication,  Differentiation  of  Vectors,  Vector  Fields  (Gradient,
Divergence,  and  Curl),  Line  Integrals,  Green's  Theorem,  Divergence  Theorem,  Stokes  Theorem,
Applications to E&M theory. Generation of Poisson, Laplace, and Wave equations from Maxwell's
equations.  Prediction of  E&M waves  by the  Maxwell  Equations.   Integral  forms  of  the  Maxwell
Equations.  Role of Source Terms.

8.  Coordinate Transformations:  Linear Transformations, Orthogonal Transformations, Curvilinear
Coordinates, Scale Factors and Basis Vectors for Orthogonal Systems, General
 Curvilinear Coordinates, Vector Operators in Orthogonal Curvilinear Coordinates; Cartesian Tensors
and General  Coordinate  Systems.   Applications  to  include:  Schrodinger's   equation for  hydrogen,
Poisson,  Laplace,  and  other  key  physics   equations  in  spherical  polar  or  cylindrical  coordinate
systems.  The coverage of 8, herein, is to follow that of 1. 

9.  Series Solution of Ordinary Differential Equations: The Frobenius Method.  Applications to
include  tabulation  and  plotting  (using  the  computer  lab)  of  series  solutions  of  key   differential
equations of physics.  The coverage of 9 is to follow that of 2 and of 4.

10. Partial Differential Equations:  Laplace, Diffusion, Wave, and Poisson Equations and Others.
Applications of the Frobenius method following the separation of variables.  Applications to E&M
theory.  Identifications of special equations leading to various orthogonal polynomials.  The coverage
of 10 to is follow that of 5 & 9  above.

NOTE:  This course is a critical one for students' success in advanced physics courses and for most
graduate courses in physics, engineering, applied mathematics, and related disciplines. And, the two
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pages provided to you on the Law of Human Performance unambiguously assert that anyone with a
basic calculus background can earn an A in this class by working very hard, from day ONE. Jennifer
Tu did so while a 12th grader at Scotlandville Magnet High School. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES 

Sudents will demonstrate 
- their knowledge of basic algebra by translating real problems into algebraic equations that they 

solve by the Cramer and other methods; by translating systems of equations into matrix 
equations and vice versa; 

- their understanding of matrices by characterizing matrices, calculating traces and  determinants,
and by finding the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of special matrices;

- their grasp of series by determining the convergence properties of a variety of infinite series; by
using series to evaluate integrals and infinite sums; 

- their knowledge of functions of complex variable by establishing identities between several of 
these functions; by studying the analytic property of several functions of a complex variable at 
various points in the complex plane; by calculating the derivatives, if and when they exist, of 
functions of a complex variable; by utilizing functions of a complex variable to evaluate several
integrals whose integrands are powers of sine or cosine functions;

- their proficiency in solving differential equations  (several fist and second order ordinary or 
partial differential equations);  in translating real problems, e.g., that of the motion of a particle,
into differential equations whose solutions are those of the real problems; in solving some of 
these equations with the separation of variable, the Exp (at) or Exp (ax) substitution, and the 
general Frobenius method; 

- their professional appreciation of non-linearity by explaining its two (2) major characteristics, 
including the extreme caution in dealing with small variations of initial conditions; 

- their understanding of the orthogonality of functions by calculating the coefficients of the 
expansions of different functions in terms of orthogonal functions; by utilizing the 
orthogonality relationship to evaluate integrals of different kinds;  some of the sets of 
orthogonal functions will those of sin(nx) and cos(mx) of the Fourier series;

- their correct selection (based on the symmetry of the problem) and utilization of coordinate 
systems  by writing several differential equations, including some for vector quantities, in the 
rectangular Cartesian, cylindrical, spherical polar, and other coordinate systems;  by utilizing 
the gradient, divergence, and curl theorems and vector identities to obtain the Poisson, Laplace,
and wave equations from the microscopic Maxwell equations of electromagnetism;

- their grasp of exact science character of physics due to the rigorous mathematical equations that
embody physics principles and laws; and 

- their knowledge of the difference between physics and mathematics through the need of 
experimental verification in physics [negative values of the time t, in regular algebraic 
equations, are discarded on physical ground].

COURSE SCHEDULE

The course calendar is as dictated by the above course content. Some sections of the content may
require more time than others.  The entire content listed above, however, is thoroughly covered.
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COURSE REQUIREMENTS

Prerequisites: Phys 222 or 252, Math 265 or equivalent ones.

Textbook:  Mathematical Methods in the Physical Sciences, by Mary L. Boas, Latest Edition,
 Publisher: John Wiley & Sons

Hardware & Software: The Computer Laboratory is in Room 113.  Consult the Laboratory Manager
or the Instructor for an updated listing of available software products.

Performance Requirements: Please refer to the Evaluation Procedure below.

Accountability: If a student is in doubt as to the University's class-attendance policy, she/he should
consult the Catalog of SUBR and the dean of her/his college.  Unless a valid and written excuse is
produced, a zero will result for each missed quiz or test. Similarly, a zero will result for any homework
not turned in on time.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE/GRADING

Marks (grades)  from homework,  quizzes,  tests,  mid-term and final  examinations are the bases for
performance  assessment  in  this  course.  A test  or  quiz  should  be  expected  any  day  of  class. One
homework  assignment  should  be  expected per  week.  Some emphasis  is  placed on relatively  long
homework assignments,  in preparation for graduate work and research and development activities.
Consequently,  homework  marks  will  count  for  at  least  30%  of  the  overall  semester  grade.  The
comprehensive, final examination will count for  at least 30% of the semester grade. The mid-term
examination  generally  accounts  for  20%.  The  algorithm for  earning  letter  grades  for  the  course
follows: A: 90-100, B: 80-89, C: 70-79, D: 58-69, F: below 58. 

TAUTOLOGIES

One cannot consistently and correctly apply that which one does not know. Hence, timely and
thorough learning from day one is paramount.  The students who  study regularly their lessons (in a
timely fashion, before the next class) and thoroughly do their homework assignments tend to pass this
course and to excel in graduate school or on the job.

To  go  from  understanding  to  knowing  requires organizing,  committing  to  memory  the
essentials (key definitions, principles, laws, theorems, and skill-- DC-PLaTS), applying, practicing,
and  reviewing over  time.   The  one  who  did  not  learn  the  definition  of  a  polynomial  and  the
fundamental theorem of algebra (FTA) will not, in a problem-solving situation, recognize a polynomial
of degree n nor will she/he realize that it always has n roots (or zeros). There is little to understand here
while there is much to be known. Please see the attachment below on “Studying Successfully”.

STUDENTS WITH DISABILITY

Students with documented disabilities who believe they may need accommodations in this class
are encouraged to contact  the Disability Services Coordinator in the Office of Disability Services,
Room 234 A. C. Blanks Hall, 225-771-3950 (Voice/TTD), 225-771-5652 (Fax), as soon as possible to
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ensure  that  such  accommodations  are  implemented  in  a  timely  fashion.  Students  who  need
accommodations must be registered with the Office of Disability Services. Students are responsible for
informing the instructor  of  any instructional  accommodations  and/or  special  learning needs at  the
beginning of the semester. All discussions will remain confidential. 

THE QUALITY ENAHNCEMENT PLAN (QEP) OF SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY AND A&M

The Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP) of Southern University and A&M College in Baton Rouge has
been developed by the campus following extensive consultations with various parties, including the
students and the faculty. “The ‘write‘ path to success” is the QEP theme that has been adopted at SUBR.
As such, every course at the institution, including this one, is charged with the task of a significant and
meaningful engagement of students in the writing process. Hence, understand that your performance in
the writing components of the various assessments (homework, special assignments, quizzes, exams,
etc.) will be rated and counted toward the final grade you earn in this course. 

NOTICE TO STUDENTRS REGARDING LIVETEXT

Southern University and A&M College-Baton Rouge has entered into a partnership with LiveText,
Inc., to provide on-line academic resources for enhanced student collaborations and learning-outcomes
assessment. Therefore, all students enrolled in affected courses are required to purchase a subscription
from LiveText, Inc.,  through the Southern University Bookstore.  Please note that most courses at
SUBR are likely to be affected. LiveText, Inc., provides students with the electronic tools and services
needed to meet their needs in their courses and in their chosen career or academic pursuits beyond
graduation.

LiveText is a dynamic tool that will enable you to:
•     Create Electronic Portfolios for storing and displaying coursework for use anytime and   
      any place;
• Share your résumés, professional portfolios and virtually any projects that  can  be photographed,

video recorded, and uploaded to prospective employers and others who need or want to know about
your accomplishments;

• Engage in discussion boards with other students, exchange feedback, and create study groups and
other types of social networks;

• Complete  assignments  in  key/required  courses  where  LiveText  has  been  embedded  (without
LiveText, you will not be able to complete these assignments);

• Create a complete record of your academic career that is malleable and easily accessible;
• Engage in developing a results-driven culture of assessment at Southern University;
• Participate  in  a  process  that  will  allow for  data-driven curricular  improvements  that  foster

improved student learning and performance.
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STUDYING SUCCESSFULLY
D. Bagayoko, Ph.D., SU System Distinguished Professor of Physics and Chairman 

Director, Timbuktu Academy
Southern University and A & M College

Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70813
E-mail: Diola_Bagayoko@subr.edu or Bagayoko@aol.cok 

Entire books are devoted to the subject of studying.  One of them is “How to Study in College,” by Walter Pauk.
The few lines  below provide the essentials  that,  if  practiced,  could allow a purposeful  student to  not  only
succeed in college but also to excel.  Without much elaboration, we note that these essentials are grounded into
current knowledge in cognitive science, on memory, and on behavior.

(a) “Practice  partly  begets  and  certainly  enhances  sensory-motor  (athletic),  artistic  (creative),  and
intellectual  (cognitive)  abilities.”   Hence,  over  the  years,  people  develop  and  enhance  the  rational
powers (i.e. intellectual skills or attributes) they apply frequently.  It is through practice that expertise is
developed – in any athletic, artistic, or cognitive (intellectual) endeavor.

(b) The first-time memory retention curve,  well-established in  psychology,  shows that  only 25 percent
(25%) of extensive and new information is still in memory after 48 hours.  Of course, this means that
“bright” students will tend to study their lessons, every one of their lessons, within 48 hours after the
classroom lecture, laboratory, or activity.  In doing so, they spend a lot less time on a lesson and it stays
with them a lot longer.  Naturally, they have to review, from time to time, what they have learned (see
the importance of practice in “a” above).

With the above points in mind, essentials of a successful way of studying follow.

1) Take complete and clear notes in class. (Note-taking skills are enhanced through practice!)
2) Read the entire chapter in the textbook on the classroom lesson (preferably before and after class;

assigned texts and many other resources are available in libraries and on the web.)
3) Take extra time to understand anything that is unclear, in the notes or in the book.
4) Use the chapter in the book to complete the classroom notes, if needed, or vice versa.
5) Be aware of difficulties due to your background in the specific topic; consult teachers, professors, or

tutors when multiple reading fails to clarify a point.
6) After step 5 above, read/study the completed notes to find key or fundamental definitions, concepts,

principles, laws, theorems, and skills (DC-PLaTS); note that the selected DC-PLaTS must be such
that  one can  derive from them the entire lesson or lecture covered in class  or  in the textbook.
Construct, if possible, concept maps. (Organization of knowledge.)

7) LEARN/KNOW these fundamental DC-PLaTS to the point of recitation.  (Understanding is not
knowing; you can only use, and appropriately so, that which you know.)

8) PRACTICE!  USE  the  learned/known  DC-PLaTS.   See  questions,  homework,  and  problems
assigned by the teachers/professors or in the book. (Basics are needed to solve problems.)

9) Schedule a review of lessons from time to time. (Without a schedule, it may not happen!)
10) Research results in Education, Vol. 115, No. 1, pp. 31-39, Fall, 1994, scientifically prove that YOU

have the intellect to excel in any field; the question is one of background, efforts, resource, and of
practice in applying and enhancing your intellect and skills.

 
We acknowledge the funding of  the Timbuktu Academy by the Department  of the Navy,  Office  of Naval
Research  (ONR),  the  National  Aeronautics  and  Space  Administration  (NASA),  and  the  National  Science
Foundation (NSF). Web Site: http://www.phys.subr.edu/timbuktu.htm.  
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